Thousands of dollars spent on ego trip, by three "royal" folk!

It is time to call a halt to the so-called royalty-trip before.........!

The camp function, called "empress" and also "emperor", were begun as high-camp, fun, etc., but now, eleven years after it was begun with Jose I, tens of thousands of $$$ dollars are being spent by the candidates to "win" the titles. Fun is fun, but some of the people begin to believe that they are really some kind of "king" or "queen"! This is sheer madness, it is insanity at its zenith!

Only one of the five "empress" candidates spent less than a thousand dollars! That is super-silly! Just what do the big spenders like "Flame" or "Ginger" think they are going to have if they win? The same went for the so-called, "emperor" campaign, as the two big spenders, spent more than $35,000. And the three biggies of the "empress" trip, spent well beyond $50,000.

While poor gay peoples charities are dying, so to speak, these people are acting like the pagan Roman emperors/empresses, and spend lavishly, foolishly, while the poor go without the vital necessities of life. And you all remember what happened back in those days, the people rose up in violent revolution against the big spenders!

It is more than time to call a halt to the "royalty trip" in the gay social scene, unless there is a tiny maximum spending limit imposed quickly, and it is supervised. One "emperor" ego tripper, nearly destroyed one social service agency.

Let 1976 be the year of SANITY in the gay social scene. Let us spend money on the poor, and use money to help bring an end to oppressive laws. Not on being "empress" or "emperor"! Greed destroys! REMEMBER THAT!

Let My People Live!

The focus of the Orthodox Episcopal Church of God, here in San Francisco, has been upon those who are poor, who are oppressed. Jesus calls all to Him: the oppressed to liberation in His lifestyle; the oppressor to give up the role of oppressor, "sell all you have and give it to the poor, and in this giving up the oppressors role, to identify with the people by service. It is in our helping others that we help ourselves the most.

How can any of you rejoice at this time of year, when there are so many going without the vital necessities of life? God, help your people now! The elderly are barely able to live from day to day. So many of our sisters and brothers suffer from hunger, from improper medical care.

I am asking you to help the outcast, to give forth of not just your material possessions but of your Self! Time is so short here on the earth, and I call upon you to do something to try and leave this life a better life than you found it!

I am asking for bread; will you continue to give my people stones? God has not denied my people. Why do those of you who scorn my people deny us? Begin the New Year right, begin it with God, and yourself!

Reverend Broshears
Guy Strait Jailed!


This federal government caught up with Guy Strait some time ago. After several months of trial, they finally defined a conviction, and he is now Federal Prison Facility (Prison) in the Seark town of Springfield. Guy Strait, League for Civil Education (LCE) which at one time was the largest gay rights organization in the United States. The crowd broke apart much like the former day rightists, but large. The SIR Organization, which became a bit too totalitarian in the droop and the manner, appears to be a part of the SIR organization.

Guy Strait is in extremely poor health and that is one reason he is in the Springfield facility. He is said to have served on a maintenance prison such as Marion, Illinois, or Leavenworth. Report of San Francisco newspaper is that he would not speak up for any of the prisoners, a charge that he, and the gay leaders, are now questioned.

***Shirley***

**Sara J. Moore**

Sara Jane Moore's Prison Letters

Sara Jane Moore's Prison Letters

The new letters below were written in prison by Sara Jane Moore. These letters have been released to the world, and they give a glimpse into the life of a political prisoner. In these letters, she writes of her experiences in prison and her thoughts on the state of the world. The letters are a powerful testament to the strength of the human spirit and the importance of standing up for what is right.

**Sara Jane Moore**

JUDGE CONTI TRIES TO STOP HER... JUDGE IS SURE THAT OWNERS WERE INVOLVED IN ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT... SALLY SENDS LETTERS TO THE BERKELEY BARS WHICH DO INDEED SOMETHING WAS UNDERWORST...!

Sara Jane Moore pleaded guilty to the charge that she wanted to kill Gerald Ford. And despite all the attempts of the government to keep her in prison, they are still fighting to keep her there.

She was convicted of conspiracy to assassinate and murder Gerald Ford, calling it a political act. She was charged with conspiring with Guy Strait to assassinate the president.

She was also charged with aiding and abetting the murder of Ronald Reagan.
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**Rest in Peace**  
**MELVINA**  
Empress of Colma

---

**From the Famous Second St. Bakony**

**California Journal**

The ORIGINAL Mr. B's  
From the Famous Second St. Bakony  
SAN FRANCISCO'S BALL ROOM  
A Supermarket of Fun & Games OPEN FROM MIDNIGHT

---

**The Happy Hustler**

**sort of a folk hero**

---

**Meat in A Tuxedo?**

**The Happy Hustler Tells All**

---

**1975+**

1975 WAS A GREAT YEAR FOR THE GAY LIBERATION MOVEMENT.  
ONLY ONE BITCHEN APPLE CO.  
SPIED 1976 BEING AN EVEN GREATER YEAR!  
Legislatively speaking, 1975 was a wonderful year, as new states, including Ohio, have added gay rights legislation.  
The Willie Brown sponsored gay rights legislation.  
1975 was an even greater year to be gay!  
You can also read a column regularly in NEWSWEST by Michael Kearns, THE HAPPY HUSTLER.  
If you haven't read one of Michael's books, then you have no idea what it takes to be a winning hustler, and after reading this book, you'll definitely want to try it out for yourself.  
Michael's book is really great reading, non-fiction/fiction!  
Next time you see Le Salon, go in and buy a copy, for it is good reading.  
You can also read acolumn regularly in NEWSWEST by Michael Kearns.  
---

**From Closet to voting booth**

Harry S Truman Democratic Club  
We protest strongly the article titled "From Closet to voting booth" by Nancy Freedman in the October issue of California Journal.  
Our club bested the Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club in attendance and representation.  
Raya does not represent even California but represents the rightist California Democratic Club seriously is pure wishful thinking on the part of George Raya, a member of the Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club.  
George Moscone was elected Mayor of San Francisco despite what efforts the Jim Fosterites put forth to the contrary!  
Friends of the gay communities like Assemblymen Louis Pappan of Daly City who is seeking the Senate seat held by Moscone, must be elected if the gay rights struggle is to be helped in the State Senate.  
Senator Milton Marks is a lame duck, and will be beaten easily by either Willie Brown or another Democrat of the same structure.  
BIGGEST PROBLEM IN 1976 IS THE CLOSET QUEENS and bigamy.  
One thing bothers me about the book, and that is that Michael Kearns constantly refers to his S 8 inches of hard meat.  
Our club bested the Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club last year, and we have been beaten by the Kalish Club, and are in a political membership, over our candidates who have found 200 people while Toklas attracted a paltry 56 persons.  
---

---

**Homophobes like Bootwright must not be returned to political office.**

George Moscone was elected Mayor of San Francisco, which is a tremendous step forward, even those of us who supported Diane Feinstein will concede that.  
George Moscone will most likely work with all factions of the gay communities despite what efforts the Jim Fosterites put forth to the contrary!  
From Closet to voting booth; the idea that one in Michael's book.  
Michael's book is really great reading, non-fiction/fiction!  
Next time you see Le Salon, go in and buy a copy, for it is good reading.  
You can also read a column regularly in NEWSWEST by Michael Kearns, THE HAPPY HUSTLER.
Ray Broshears

Thank You!

A special thank you to the following people who have helped HELPING HANDS to keep on helping people thru 1975 and into next year:

BOB ROSS, TORMEY, B.J. MACKWITCH, LANCE AND "KUKKE" KANDER, ELISA BLECHI, CLIFF NEWMANN, REX ALLEN, LUCY ENNE, DON BLACK, MIKE DELANEY, ROY HARTINEAU, MOTHER PHIL!, STEVE MARK KNOX, MIKE DELANEY, IRENE, LANCE, ROD BLACK, DON O'BRIEN, VOO DOO, MELVINA, DON O'BRIEN.

A special thank you to the following people who have helped HELPING HANDS to keep on helping people thru 1975 and into next year:

RAY HARTINEAU, MOTHER PHIL!, STEVE MARK KNOX, MIKE DELANEY, IRENE, LANCE, ROD BLACK, DON O'BRIEN, VOO DOO, MELVINA, DON O'BRIEN.
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A Merry Christmas and Joyous New Year!

from MIKE of CHURCH STREET STATION

Thank you Doris for a wonderful year!

Best wishes to the new Empress!

---

"HOLIDAY GREETINGS" AT THE HIDEAWAY BAR 5-7 PM

The CHURCH STREET STATION
2100 MARKET STREET • 861-1266

GREETINGS
Adventure Studios

---

V.D. CLINIC’S DR. BRAFF HAS BEEN "USED" BY SENTINEL!

Attacks by Dr. Braff, M.D., on the editor of this paper, without permission of Dr. Curry—Director of Public Health, have caused an investigation, which has shown that re-publication has been promoting Braff in his attacks.

The editor of the paper has asked people to not live their names when dealing to the V.D. as it has never been proven that such info cannot reach the hands of law enforcement officials. This paper is also opposed to any such data-gathering tries on people, such as is being done by the V.D. Clinic, and especially with the Mobile Clinic and the Clinics being conducted in Bath Houses. In the Gay Rights Platform which will be adopted in February at the Democratic Party (CDP) convention in Los Angeles, article 9 of that proposal is opposed to ANY DATA GATHERING BUREAUS, which includes the VD Clinics. And the local Clinic assumes that clients are liars when they will not allow the client to contact the personal(s) they have had contact—sexually with. Civil liberties is the whole issue here!

---

PHOTO BY "DIE VAN" - 

---

HOLLYWOOD HILLS \ MOUNT PLEASANT COMMUNITY SERVICES
474 Eddy street SF
24 hour phone 771-3366 771*3366
Open Monday thru Saturday 1 PM (1) 7 Employment Help (service work only)
Drug Abuse Prevention-Education UNDER ARREST? Call us anytime!
Tenant Rights Advocates
Free Help Information
Coffee & Tea always hot!
December 9th was a very special occasion at the Veterans Hospital as the Gay USO troupe came out to perform for those veterans who are hospitalized and cannot get home for Christmas. This is a project of the HELPING HANDS COMMUNITY SERVICES, and the gifts were given by the San Francisco Tavern Guild, $100 worth of gifts. The show was highly entertaining, with magician Jerry Salazar doing a fine act, as did Lee Raymond of course, and with music by the wonderful Chris Wayne, what could be better?

J.J. Van Dyk did his "Getaway" number; Sue Shulman did a few numbers from Cabaret, Jaxie St. James sang live, and is a comer; June Cowan did her Salvation Army Singer routine, as well as the fabulous Connie Francis number "Gone". There were other entertainers as well, and their charity was appreciated. Another fine example of people helping people. A huge thank you must go to Lee Raymond, Chris Wayne, Shirley, Jack "Irene" McGowan, and all the others.
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the SOUL of Bojangles lives

UNCLE SAM'S

709 Larkin Street
Just around the corner from the Great American Music Hall
777-9545
Valid I.D. Required

at
UNCLE SAM'S
709 Larkin

OPEN at 7 P.M.

I.D. REQUIRED
Ellis & Larkin